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A young hummingbird inspects a daylily. 

The recent documentation of heart and
skeletal muscle inflammation (HSMI)
in BC’s farmed salmon has been

treated in cautious and evasive terms by the
industry and government. 
Then-Minister of Fisheries & Oceans

Hunter Tootoo noted that HSMI ‘might’ have
been found and that it’s ‘yet another piece in
the complex puzzle of salmon health on the
Pacific Coast.’ Jeremy Dunn, executive
director of the BC Salmon Farmers
Association, also downplayed the significance
of the announcement. He commented, ‘The
findings announced by the Strategic Salmon
Health Initiative regarding a potential
diagnosis of heart and skeletal muscle
inflammation in fish from one Atlantic
salmon farm in BC are important. However,
there is no consensus amongst the scientific
community about the finding as the fish
sampled in this farm showed no clinical signs
of the disease’ (italics added).
For this very reason, the discovery of HSMI

is extremely significant—understanding why
requires some additional information. HSMI
is related to piscine reovirus (PRV) in the way
that AIDS (acquired immune deficiency
syndrome) is related to HIV (human
immunodeficiency virus). 
Salmon don’t get HSMI unless they have

PRV. Just as HIV is asymptomatic, PRV is
also asymptomatic—which explains why it is
not technically called a ‘disease’. In its early
stages, HSMI may also exhibit no ‘clinical
signs of disease’. But it can be fatal in the end.
Heart and skeletal muscle inflammation

is the symptomatic stage of piscine reovirus.
As the degree of PRV infection increases,
heart muscles are damaged, organs are
impaired and muscles are compromised.
Eventually fish are so debilitated by a
weakened heart, malfunctioning organs and
inflamed muscles that they are unable to

swim.
PRV is extremely infectious. First

identified in Norway in 1999, it spread
quickly to 417 farms, and in 2010 was
identified by Norwegian scientists as the
cause of HSMI. The scientific journal, PLOS
One, established the link in its article ‘Heart
and Skeletal Muscle Inflammation of Farmed
Salmon is Associated with Infection with
Novel Reovirus’. 
HSMI is now the third largest cause of

mortality for salmon farming in Norway. But
this is the industry’s problem. The real
environmental concern is the spread of PRV
and thus HSMI to wild salmon.
PRV eventually spread to BC, probably by

infected eggs imported to salmon farms from
Norway. As early as 2008 reports from BC’s
veterinarian pathology lab showed
‘congestion and hemorrhage in the stratum
compactum of the heart’ of farmed salmon,
symptoms consistent with HSMI. 
Estimates are that most farmed salmon in

BC now have PRV—not a serious problem for
fish farmers if their fish don’t die of HSMI.
But the situation is very different for wild

salmon. Piscine reovirus imported from
Norway is now thought to be spreading to
BC’s wild fish. As early as 2011, Dr Kristi
Miller found PRV in Fraser River sockeye. A
year later, 13 of 15 Cultus Lake cutthroat trout
were found with PRV. 
Norwegian scientists are of the opinion

that HSMI may never be discovered in wild
salmon because the fish would be too
debilitated by the disease to survive predators
and the challenging conditions of oceans and
rivers.
The combination of PRV’s ubiquitous

presence in salmon farms, its extreme
virulence, and the fatal symptoms of HSMI
could have devastating consequences for wild
salmon populations. 0

Salmon: the telling relationship between PRV
and HSMI - Ray Grigg

After I finished my BCSEA Webinar, on
May 17, and watched our Salt Spring
Island EV Celebration film again, I sat

back and paused to reflect on how much
progress we have made with the growth of fully
electric car (EV) ownership on SSI.
Under three years ago, we were an EV

backwater of a few EVs, mostly conversions by
experimental pioneers Al Kirk and Jon Healey.
MP Elizabeth May had just opened our Level 2
charger at ArtSpring and a few vendors had
displayed their models. Not a lot of action and
not much momentum. 
Where are we today ? The highest density in

Canada with over 75 EVs in a population of just
over 10,000, which is a startling 14 times the
average EV ownership across the nation.
There are notable implications for that

ownership. First, BC Ferries transports over
85,000 litres of fuel per year less and our air is
cleaner since we are no longer producing over
275 tonnes of greenhouse gases through
burning in internal combustion engines.
Oh, and those 85,000 litres of fuel we don’t

use also no longer require carbon-intensive
exploration, mining (carbon and water intensive),
transportation (carbon intensive), refining in
locations perhaps as far away as China (carbon
intensive) then transporting to our pumps.
Instead we use inexpensive hydro which is
transferred over an existing industrial grid and is
well over 90% clean and renewable in BC. I am
so proud of these figures. 
How Did This All Happen? 

We focused on metrics. As the numbers
began to grow, we initially wanted to answer the
question ‘How many are there now?’ So we
started a database to track the owners. This
allowed us to answer that question, and
eventually address many others. How many red
Nissan Leafs are there? Nine. What is the most
popular EV? Nissan Leaf, 46 or 62%. Can we
calculate our total GHG emission reductions?

Can we calculate how many oil changes are no
longer required? In other words, we could use
our gathered metrics to reliably and accurately
measure our progress.
We did a survey of our owners to determine

their average annual driving distance. We
consulted statistic tables to determine the
average litres/kilometres driven. We knew the
number of cars, so presto, 7,000 litres of fuel per
month are no longer required to be shipped to
our island. Each additional EV entering our
island fleet increases that number and we can
quickly calculate the overall effect.
We made connections. Every owner of

an EV is given a ‘Charging Station Etiquette
Card’ and encouraged to join Transition Salt
Spring. We have monthly Green Drinks
discussions and talking over coffee is what we
do. These connections inspired a community of
similar minded folks. And they helped to spread
the word.
We became a Transmission Town. Salt

Spring Island has been a transition town for
many years and that gave us an umbrella
organization to work on transportation
solutions, more local produce, community
gardens, highschool solar panels (now
supporting an eco-scholarship program), a
unique local abattoir and many others. All of
which support the transition to a low carbon
economy.
We focused on celebration. We get

involved with Canada Day, Earth Day and our
own unique events like our Energy Conferences
and ECO Home Tour. In 2015, we had an EV
Show that drew 20% of its attendance from off-
island and injected over $10,000 into the local
economy. This show sold 10 EVs to islanders,
worth an estimated total of $300,000.
We focused on partnering and

collaboration. We built relationships with our
automotive and charging friends, Motorize Auto

SSI’s Electric Vehicles Record
Jim Standen

ELECTRIC VEHICLES, please turn to page 3
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While reading my new Knowledge Network program
guide, I read, in CEO Rudy Butignol’s editorial, that
what the BC independent broadcaster does

nowadays is ‘curate’ its programming. That word rang bells for
me, as this is exactly what Island Tidesdoes. We look at what’s
going on, what people are writing about, what’s not getting into
print, and think hard about which bits need to be in print for
dozens of reasons. In a fast-changing situation, we choose what
we think fills the gaps in other news sources and what will
resonate with west coast readers. Of course, because of the cost
of printed news, we always have to leave out much more than
makes us happy; though we do work hard at presenting news
items briefly so that people at least have a heads-up. 

Island Tides also showcases the islands’ wonderful way of
life to people farther afield, as well as ourselves, especially
through our website. Each month, our 15,000 online readers, a
steadily increasing number, also boost our circulation without
boosting the press and Canada Post bills. 
We want to do more of that lower-cost publishing to ‘curate’

more of the news. We recently revivified our long-dormant
Twitter handle @islandtides. You can follow us to receive tweets
about news in the print edition, coastal updates, and retweets
of things we think you would like to read. 
As we have so little room for opiniony news—confining it

largely to the intelligent readers letters we receive (most get
printed, unless they contain rude or abusive comments)—I have
long wanted other ways to publish. So, on Canda day I sat down

and created myself a blog: islandtideschrista.wordpress.com.
To get it started I put up a number of my previous articles that
I rather like. Please visit it and have a read. It’s in early stages so
I will probably organize it better as I go along.
As if this wasn’t enough, now that my summer assistant and

my media intern are back, I am creating more content for Island
Tides TV, our YouTube channel. I can think of endless topics,
places, and people to capture on video. We are currently
working on one about fall fairs, which should be up by the time
you read this.  Please take a moment to visit Island Tides TV
and view our first few mini-docs. Lots of viewings eventually
turn into funding. Even though online media costs less out-of-
pocket than printing, they are not without cost and there needs
to be a revenue stream. 
We have also just brought Priscilla Ewbank’s online Islands

Almanac up to date. It’s a round-the-years read about the
happens of living on a small island. You can find it by going to
www.islandtides.com, clicking on ‘Back Issues and Reprints’ in
the top bar, sliding down to the botton of the left column to
‘Islands Almanac’, and clicking on that—you are away to a
heartwarming read. 
As you can see, we are working double-time to provide you

with as much news as possible and to continue providing it in a
fast-changing media world.                                                    —CG-W
PS: Anyone who can volunteer some advice in monetizing

online media would be most welcome—I’m a bit of a babe-in-
the-wood on this one. 0

Kinder Morgan TMX Tanker Transit -
High Risk Ignored

Dear Editor:
Kinder Morgan’s proposed project to increase their transport
of diluted bitumen from the Eastern Burrard Inlet to the Pacific
Ocean has risks that are many times higher than those accepted
for other major infrastructure projects.
As Concerned Professional Engineers (CPE) we feel this is

not acceptable. We believe that a proper analysis of risk needs
to be made to ascertain whether risks proposed by Kinder
Morgan are acceptable. Anything less than that is gross
negligence on the part of decision-makers.
First, what is risk? The dictionary defines it as a situation

involving exposure to danger or exposing someone or
something valued to danger, harm, or the possibility of financial
loss. When it comes to building infrastructure like homes,
bridges, buildings, and highways, various levels of government
have established building codes. These are set parametres for
how structures must be built so they meet a tolerable risk.
Kinder Morgan predicts a 10% risk of a major oilspill, greater

than 8,250 cubic meters during the 50-year operating life of the
project. They have not made available the computational tools
they used to make that risk analysis. As well, the Port Authority
of Vancouver refused a recommendation to clear Vancouver
Harbour when the oil tankers are moving through it. On top of
this, the risks and consequences of a tanker hitting the Second
Narrows Bridges have not been evaluated, despite our requests
to the National Energy Board (NEB). Together these variables
increase the risk of the project. 
Even accepting Kinder Morgan’s computer generated risk

assessment, the Trans Mountain Expansion poses a far higher
risk than what is acceptable for buildings and bridges.
Building codes demand that the risk of an earthquake

occurring, causing probable collapse of a structure, be no more
than 2% over a 50-year period. Kinder Morgan’s numbers are
five times higher (10% over a 50-years). In other words, the
acceptable risk for an oilspill is not up to the same standard as
it is for earthquakes.
New bridges, like the Port Mann bridge, must meet the

Canadian Bridge code guidelines that the probability of collapse
be no more than 0.5% over a 50-year operating life. This is in
recognition of the fact that if a ship collides with a bridge it could
cause catastrophic damage to the bridge or even collapse.
Historically, there have been a number of collisions with the

railway bridge at the Second Narrows, when hit by vessels of a
much smaller scale (weight, height and width) than an Aframax
tanker. In two cases, the bridge has been completely knocked
out of service and had to be rebuilt. Damage to the Second
Narrows highway bridge (Ironworkers Memorial Bridge) can
result in economic catastrophe because it is a main artery of
transportation in Vancouver. 
Is it acceptable to risk collision with any bridges in the

Burrard Inlet? Is the consequence of an oil spill in the city of
Vancouver, a place seen by the world as both green and vibrant,
acceptable? Our answer is ‘no’.

Brian Gunn, Spokesperson for CPE, Campbell River

Planet’s Immune System
Dear Editor:
Good news: the federal government has extended the deadline
for commenting on the Trans-Pacific Partnership until October
31. Islands Trust Council did express serious concerns about the
TPP to the federal government—part of a chorus of objection
and concern from around the world. This rising awareness is
essential for social renewal, just as our body needs its immune
system to recognize cancer in order to overcome it.
To more fully understand how our current money market

undermines our social health, I recommend former philosophy
professor John McMurtry’s book, The Cancer Stage of
Capitalism, also Mike Nickerson’s Life, Money and Illusion:
Living on Earth as if We Want to Stay.
With an understanding of how our social systems have

become cancerous, it does not make sense to berate protestors
of the proposed Kinder Morgan bitumen pipeline for their
supposed ‘environmental hypocrisy’. (cf. letter by Ken Gurr in
June 30 Island Tides).
First of all, just because many people and groups, including

the Gulf Islands Alliance, are very much opposed to exporting
raw bitumen through BC and its coastal waters, does not mean
that we would support ‘shutting down Canada’s oil industry’.
And just as T-cells recognize cancer from within a body that

is hosting the cancer, so people can recognize and object to
cancerous projects, like the Kinder Morgan oilsands export
proposal, even though they are part of a social system that is
deeply pathological.
I know people who show that it is possible to lead healthy

lives with minimal reliance on fossil fuels and other dangerous
systems. It’s great to have those examples, but that doesn’t
invalidate the great work being done by people who have been
or are still quite enmeshed in systems that are not sustainable.

Jan Slakov, Salt Spring Island

Canada’s War-like Role in the World
The following letter was sent to Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau.
Dear Prime Minister:
I am ashamed of ourselves.
As a Canadian citizen I am responsible for the actions of my

country’s government at home and in the world. For years I
have felt that my protests against policies implemented on my
behalf achieved nothing, my mea culpas sounded empty; since
October I have hoped for something better, for which I could
gladly and proudly take responsibility. 
You have done much to improve Canada’s international

image, and under your leadership we have welcomed refugees,
signed the agreement on climate change, and made steps
towards resuming a meaningful position at the United Nations.
But I fear that much of the change may be on the surface, that
we speak of peace while we promote war.
Canada is sending troops to Latvia to participate in NATO’s

face-off with Russia. We are selling arms to Saudi Arabia. We
are reconsidering ballistic missile defence. We are challenging
the charitable status of NGOs committed to working for justice
and social justice. We take sides and we silence debate
concerning longstanding internecine struggles, especially in the
Middle East and the Holy Land, instead of building
communication and trust between ourselves and the various
warring parties. We welcome the President of the United States
as a friend and equal but obey him as a superior. This is not the
Canada I want it to be.
Please, Prime Minister, remember that you have at hand

elders who have faced similar decisions: Jean Chretien who kept
us out of the Iraq War, Paul Martin who rejected the missile
programme, Romeo Dallaire whose war trauma made him a
defender of innocent victims, Joe Clark who, as Minister of
Foreign Affairs, opposed American intervention in Nicaragua.
The list is longer. Please talk with them.
We can turn swords to ploughshares. We can sell buses

instead of tanks.
In the words of a poem which you have heard before, we can

‘go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and remember what
peace there may be in silence. As far as possible, without
surrender, be on good terms with all persons’ and with all
nations.’

Phyllis Reeve, Gabriola 0

Woodfibre LNG
The following letter was sent to Lions Bay Mayor Karl Buhr.
Dear Mayor and Council:
I’m mystified by your statement ‘I believe Council is fairly
reflecting Lions Bay’s position on LNG in Howe Sound, until
the village tells us different.’
With the greatest of respect, sir, you must be mad! In

Churchill’s words ‘It would be difficult to state the opposite of
the truth with greater precision’.
All those meetings didn’t happen? The protests? The effort

to get rid of Weston? The rallies and coming together of all our
communities were non-events? 
I can say to Your Worship and Council, that in many years

involved in environmental matters, including as a minister, I
have never seen anything remotely like the uninamity of this
community in its opposition to Woodfibre LNG.
With respect, ladies and gentlemen, under a democracy, you

are the repositories of our democratic rights. In the name of
God, exercise them in accordance with our wishes and have us
stand in solidarity with our friends in other communities as we
had been doing faithfully, until June 10 last.

Rafe Mair and Wendy Conway-Mair, Lions Bay

Neighbourhoods on North Pender
Dear Editor:
I just attended the North Pender Island Trust Meeting on June
30 and left feeling very disappointed in our trustees. I was
particularly concerned about a Temporary Use Permit (TUP)
application for a Short Term Vacation Rental on Yawl Lane,
North Pender, that was deemed a ‘test case’. 
In the discussion neither trustee mentioned the nine letters

by immediate neighbours opposing this application. I wondered
whether they had even read the letters or talked with the
dissenting neighbours to hear their views.
I support short term vacation rental in principal—with

regulations—and believe a key requirement is the support of the
marjority of residents living nearby. Not once did the trustees
mention this substantial opposition. Rather, they focussed on
whether to grant a one-year or a 15-month TUP, on putting in
shrubs (as screening), and on signage .
It seems their decision to approve this TUP was driven more

by ideology than listening to the views of the immediate
neighbours.
This is worrying as big decisions are approaching for the Port

Browning Marina expansion and for waste disposal facilities.
These projects could result in decreasing the quality of life in
their neighbourhoods. 
We must remember Pender is made up of a community of

different neighbourhoods—each with their own uniqueness.
I encourage the trustees to listen and give more weight to

neighbour voices in their decision-making processes.
John Allan, North Pender
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The LNG Caper
I do not like this LNG, or Christie’s new promotion,
Exaggerating its effect without the slightest notion
That processing it from a-to-b increases our emissions,
When what we need is to get them down—quite opposite
conditions.
I do not like this LNG, when they have the audacity
To claim as much for export as the general world capacity;
And since the market’s down for it, why would we thus
expend
Tax money, when renewables should be the future trend?
I do not like this LNG, for fracking is the part
That will pollute our groundwater, right at the very start.
And if I call this criminal, that’s exactly what I mean,
For thus degrading basic rights to water that is clean.
I needn’t mention earthquakes, that are also caused by
fracking,
And scientific studies, that now seem so sadly lacking.
I do not like this LNG, a gas to be transported
With pipelines here and pipelines there, before it is exported;
We do not need this industry to mar our scenic homelands;
Let’s keep BC pollution free, not imitate the tar-sands.
I do not like this LNG, which, after condensation,
Is volatile and dangerous, and without regulation.
A tanker’s like a floating bomb—for maritime protection,
It must stay clear of other ships, a half mile in direction—
So says the Sandia National Lab, the US regulator,
Who is, as far I can see, a truthful commentator.
I’m dead against this LNG, but there’s one saving grace,
So far it’s all been pie-in-sky, and hasn’t taken place;
But statutes have already passed, for legislative clout,
So it’s time that we in BC knew just what it’s all about!

— H. Barry Cotton

Mount Polley Returns to Full Production
The Ministry of Energy and Mines has given Imperial Metals
approval to return the Mount Polley Mine to full production
levels. The mine will now be permitted to process up to 22,450
metric tonnes of ore per day. Tailings will be stored in the
repaired and strengthened tailing storage facility.
The decision comes nearly two years after the collapse of the

Mount Polley tailingpond dam caused widespread
environmental disaster. Approval of the new permit underwent
a review process that included a 30-day public consultation
period, a geotechnical review, and a technical review by
members of the mine development review committee. The
company must also submit a draft technical assessment report
by June 30 of this year in order to to continue operations. 

Shawnigan Lake Demonstration
A peaceful demonstration was held on July 7 to protest the
Shawnigan Lake contaminated soil dump currently being
operated by South Island Resource Management Ltd.
According to citizens who have been observing the site of the
soil dump, liquid is leaking from a bulging section of the dump
and leaving a ‘black trail’ as it heads towards the Shawnigan
Creek. Residents’ fear of contaminated water has heightened. 
It has been over a year since the contaminated soil dump

began operation, and protestors have not given up hope of
shutting it down. 

Squamish Nation Approves LNG Pipeline 
The Squamish First Nation has approved a new pipeline and
compressor station that will provide natural gas to the proposed
Woodfibre LNG plant, located in Squamish. The chiefs and
councillors of the Nation approved the plant itself last year, and
Woodfibre LNG gained federal approval in March. 
The Squamish Nation approved the pipeline and LNG plant

with a collective 25 conditions, nine of which relate to the pipeline
to be built by Fortis BC. According to Squamish Chief Ian
Campbell, the conditions are legally binding and will give the

Nation legal recourse should any conditions be breached. 
Included in the conditions was the location of the

compressor station and the route of the pipeline. Fortis BC has
now agreed to relocate the station and the pipeline to avoid the
Skwelwil’em wildlife management area. 
The economic benefits that the Squamish Nation will recieve

from Woodfibre LNG and Fortis BC have not yet been
negotiated. 
Federal Court Overturns Enbridge Approval
The Federal Court of Appeal has overturned the approval of
Enbridge’s Northern Gateway Pipeline. The court ruled that
Canada had failed to adequently consult First Nations and the
project was sent back to the federal cabinet for reconsideration. 
According to the court judgment ‘The inadequacies—more

than just a handful and more than mere imperfections—left
entire subjects of central interest to the affected First Nations,
sometimes subjects affecting their subsistence and well-being,
entirely ignored.’ 
The statement went on to read ‘It would have taken Canada

little time and little organizational effort to engage in meaningful
dialogue on these and other subjects of prime importance to
Aboriginal peoples. But this did not happen.’ 

Level 4 Drought 
Low rainfall and high temperatures on southern and eastern
Vancouver Island have caused the Province of BC to upgrade
the drought level in the region to Level 4—the highest rating.
The area placed under Level 4 extends from north of Campbell
River and the Discovery Islands down the east coast of
Vancouver Island, including Victoria, Sooke and Port Renfrew.
Areas north of Campbell River and along the west coast of the
island remain on a Level 3 drought rating. 
The Province also closed freshwater fishing in many rivers

across southern Vancouver Island due to low water levels and
reduced flow. The only rivers that remain open to fishing south
of Campbell River are Big Qualicum, Puntledge, Quinsam and
Campbell Rivers. The fishing closures will remain in place until
drought conditions ‘improve significantly’, according to the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. 0

Direct, Campus Nissan and Sun Country Highways to support
seven free-to-use Level 2 chargers: at Island Savings, Country
Grocer, Moby’s Marine Pub and Oyster Bar , and at The
Fernwood Cafe/Pura Vida Massage. Our partners have been
rewarded from their association with us. Locals and tourists are
also happy.
Yes, all of those helped, but they were not the key. And so I

backed up and replayed the mental tape and looked for the core
ingredients. There were two. It came down to an island with
caring people.

As an island we are effectively an earth in miniature. We see
the results of our actions and thus, we recycle and compost like
crazy. Our visible limits give us an awareness of the fragility of the
planet and make us ultra-sensitive to how our actions affect the
environment. We saw that the EVs can make a huge difference.
We are also aware from our many local initiatives over the

years, that a few kind-hearted folks can make a big difference;.
folks like Peter Lamb and Andrew Haigh. They believed in the
mission, took the first steps to buy or make an EV, and provided
the ongoing information and gentle encouragement. 
Can a few individuals change the world for the better? I’ll let

the reader decide. 0
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Well, the announcement is new. The schedules
actually go into effect early next year when the two
new 145-car ferries, theSalish Ravenand the Salish

Eaglecome into service, replacing the venerable 190-car Queen
of Nanaimo. On July 11, the full schedules will be available for
viewing: www.bcferries.com/about/publicconsultation2/sgi-
consultation.html.
Despite having gotten off to a rocky start last summer, the

schedules are generally an improvement over what we’ve had
previously. BC Ferries listened to our communities, including
the voices of the dedicated SGI representatives on the External
Working Group. There are specific improvements, a few minor
losses, a number of ‘wait-and-see’s and some changes that will
be viewed positively by some and less so by others.
Improvements:
• having both vessels in service during the shoulder season

(May and June, September until Thanksgiving) versus just
having the Queen of Nanaimo previously will provide much
needed greater weekend service for all islands;
•  for Pender: resolution of the long-standing overload

situation on the 11:45am sailing to Swartz Bay during the Fall-
Winter-Spring schedule;
•  for Pender: a direct (no transfer) Sunday night sailing to

Tsawwassen in the off-peak season;
•  for Mayne: a new direct sailing from Swartz Bay (10:10am

in the off-peak season and 10:25am in the shoulder season);
•  for Saturna: a long-sought 3:10pm departure from Swartz

Bay, permitting a through-fare connection on the 1pm sailing
from Tsawwassen, which cuts two hours off the trip, and more
time in town for a vital mid-day turn-around; 
•  for Saturna: Friday afternoon access to Tsawwassen all

year, new for Saturna while standard for the other islands; and
•  for Galiano: provision of an earlier Friday afternoon option

from Tsawwassen during the off-peak season.
Some minuses:
•  for Pender: having to make two transfers (Village Bay and

Sturdies Bay) to get to Tsawwassen on Friday nights in the off-
peak season;
•  for Saturna: loss of the two-hour-five-minute Sunday

night trip during the off-peak season from Tsawwassen,
replaced by a three-hour-55-minute trip via Swartz Bay;
•  for Saturna: moving the first trip off the island from

6:25am to 6:15am (hard on anybody—it means 5:45am at the
terminal for trips to Tsawwassen); and
•  for Mayne: loss of the Sunday afternoon passenger-only

sailing to Tsawwassen in the off-peak season, replaced by a

single 7:05pm sailing.
The ‘wait-and-see’s:
•  for all islands, the off-peak Friday afternoon sailing to

Tsawwassen sees Pender, Mayne and Saturna traffic gathered up
for transfer at Sturdies Bay en route to Tsawwassen. This is about
20 vehicles and 50 passengers, fairly steady all winter. Whether
Sturdies Bay can handle this traffic efficiently remains to be seen.
•  for all islands: the Friday afternoon schedule from

Tsawwassen in the off-peak includes a 3:20pm sailing to
Galiano and Salt Spring, followed by a 7:50pm milk run to all
four islands and Salt Spring. It seems likely there will be
overloads on that later sailing. Reservations are recommended.
Pluses and minuses:
These generally relate to earlier and later Sunday sailings to

Tsawwassen in the off-peak season. Galiano: 7:45pm versus
5:05pm now. Saturna: 5:30pm versus 3:35pm now. Pender:
3:45pm versus 7:20pm now. Mayne: 7:05pm versus 8:05pm.
Some people will appreciate earlier arrivals in Tsawwassen
while others prefer more time on-island.
It should be noted that our much-prized inter-island

connections, in jeopardy last summer, have now been retained.
BC Ferries has advised us that some aspects of the new

schedule will need to be put into practice to see how well they
actually work. If there are problems with them—overloads, on-
time performance—they are prepared to reconsider those parts of
the schedule. As well, they have prepared us to not expect perfect
performance from these ferries the first day they go into service.
There can be minor teething problems with any new ferries.
Likely the biggest thing we’ll need to get used to will be

driving down through the main deck to the lower deck. It works
in Europe, so it’s expected by BC Ferries to work here. We have
advised BC Ferries that these ferries’ success will depend on
having adequate width of the opening in the main deck and a
shallow enough angle on the ramps to the lower deck. They have
assured us they’ve heard.
While not part of the new scheduling process, BC Ferries’

improvement to the through-fare system is much-welcomed as
it will reduce some of the sense of loss in those instances where
direct service has been downgraded to a through-fare connection
via Swartz Bay. As well, BC Ferries’ commitment to promote the
improved through-fare process has the potential to benefit island
tourism by clearly presenting all the options available.
We look forward, optimistically, to the arrival of the new

ships while, at the same time, we know we’re going to miss some
aspects of the Queen of Nanaimo. 
For some more information, see ad on page 6.0

BC Ferries’ new Southern Gulf Islands schedule - Brian Hollingshead
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VANILLA LEAF BAKERY CAFE
The Pender Island Bakery Cafe has turned over a new leaf! 

New name, new owners, new
menu items, expanded hours,
with the same amazing staff!
Come meet Dan and Erin at the
Vanilla Leaf Bakery Cafe and
try our new menu options - 
including vegetarian and vegan
items - plus all of your old menu
favourites. Still conveniently 
located in the Driftwood Centre.
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Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands
Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.
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Flirting with danger— a bold dragonfly perches on a flyswatter. 

Opposition has increased to a proposed gravel quarry at Lloyd
Creek in Desolation Sound. Lehigh Hanson Materials, an
Alberta-based company, is currently seeking a licence from the
BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources for
exploration of the area, including a permit for bore-hole testing. 
The proposed 1.2 square kilometre quarry would be located

five kilometers away from the Desolation Sound Provincial
Marine Park, and activists have mounted a ‘Save Desolation
Sound’ campaign in protest. According to Lehigh Hanson
Materials, there is an estimated 70 million tonnes of gravel in
the area.
‘The introduction of an enormous industrial operation into

this magnificent landscape, so beloved of the local inhabitants
and of the boaters—who are the main ongoing, economic
engine in Desolation Sound—has taken our breath away,’ said
Judith Williams, who has been a resident of the Desolation
Sound area for 44 years and is a founding member of the
Desolation Sound Salmon Enhancement Project. ‘
‘The massive initial logging to clear the area behind and

above Lloyd Creek, the ensuing gravel extraction, the noise of
rumbling clanking and wheezing machinery, the dust and air
pollution attending the loading of raw material into tug barges
simply for further construction of road and highrises in cities,

stuns the imagination,’ she said. ‘Why on earth would the
citizens of British Columbia allow such short-term destruction
for corporate profit? Extraction is not sustainable—the gravel
would be gone, the scar would remain far beyond our lifetimes.’
According to Williams, the area is not only home to clam

gardens, First Nation midden sites and ancient pictograph
galleries, but also to important salmon waterways.
‘The gravel deposited by a glacier retreating back into the

inlets now filters meltwater down into the pure gravel creeks
that create ideal spawning beds,’ she said. ‘We should be
enhancing the many smaller water systems like Lloyd Creek to
cultivate the distinct genetic runs of salmon in multiple
waterways that are the backup systems we need when larger
runs are threatened. Salmon are the treasure and lynchpin of
our coastal ecosystem; destroying their habitat and a great
wilderness area to export gravel would seem to be a remarkably
shorted sighted use of our common capital.’
Exploration for the gravel pit is expected to begin shortly after

the Labour Day weekend. Both the Powell River Regional District
and the Tla’amin First Nation have given their tentative approval
to the project exploration, but say they would like to have another
chance to consider if the quarry moves forward. 0

Residents protest gravel quarry in Desolation Sound

My family was privileged to spend our holidays in Waglisla
(Bella Bella) on the awesome central coast of British Columbia.
We had ten days away from the urban bustle, concrete and glass
and were surrounded by huckleberries, salmon berries, ocean,
mountains and trees—utterly otherworldly.
My lungs were joyful in the fresh salt-air. Powerful eagles

dominate the treetops along the shoreline. Ravens seemingly
orchestrate a bird symphony with their throaty calls, while
curious, cunning crows draw close.
Food must never be left unattended for long. In a tireless

game of ‘you snooze you lose’ the ravens do anything necessary.
They twist tops, unzip zippers and pop buttons to get at their
prize.
Boats come and go from the docks with fish, sightseers, and

paddlers. Locals harvest dinner daily from the neighbouring
beaches, bays and inlets. Visitors harvest inspiration from the
rugged central coast of British Columbia.
Everything about the place is magical. When the clouds clear

the night sky dances with milky white light while the songs of
the howling wolves echo across the valleys.
Indigenous people are not a minority there, they are

Waglisla. The Heiltsuk know the stories their ancestors told
them about creation. But they don’t only listen to the stories—
they are the stories, like the salmon, whales and the never-
ending forests.
The coast is a quiet contrast to the congested roadways that

choke our communities. It is an unhurried comparison to the
honking frustration of the endless commutes that bookend a
day in the city.
Emily and I were thrilled to see the joy on the faces of Ella

and Silas with each jettisoned feather they found. We have a
new understanding of the eagle feather’s power to brush stress
away. We all felt whole out there.

The people in Waglisla welcome newcomers with a friendly
wave. They are willing to share the rich experiences of their
coast—whether it is landing a massive spring salmon or sitting
and quietly watching the eagles tear apart the entrails at dusk.
We took day trips deep into the quiet inlets, combed lonely

beaches for treasures, kept our eyes out for a glimpse of a grizzly
or a wolf pack on the rocks; all the while feeding the fire in our
soul. The place is truly supernatural.
It is our human duty to honour the ancient cultures, and

conserve the irreplaceable ecosystems. The frenzied rush for
industrialization that is ravenously consuming our province and
the insatiable corporate appetite which decapitates mountains,
creates massive toxic lakes, scalps valleys, and pollutes
waterways—perhaps they are the result of the madness of busy
urban minds. Perhaps we are missing the light heart, the clear
mind and the replenished spirit that comes from the inlets and
fjords on the coast.
While we celebrated Canada’s 149th birthday I thought

about how the Federal Court of Appeal overturned the Harper
government’s approval of Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline.
The ruling said the ‘brief, hurried and inadequate’ consultation
with First Nations was just not good enough! 
It took me ten days of outdoor immersion to reconnect with

what we have at home; quiet coastal places are minutes away
on the Gulf Islands. An hour or a day on the beaches and
mountains of the Saanich Peninsula or the islands is long
enough to connect with the natural environment and calm our
minds and energize our souls.
It is time to stop the hustle long enough to feel the rhythm of

the slow coast. It is time to mute the noise long enough to hear
the quiet places. It is time to stop arguing with First Nations
long enough to learn something from their worldview—there is
so much we need to know. 0

A trip to Waglisla - Adam Olsen
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Now until September 18
ArtCraft—Fine arts and crafts at BC’s longest
running show: ceramics, fibre arts, basketry,
painting, jewellery, wood accessories. decorative
and functional; The Best of the Gulf Islands in
downtown Ganges • Mahon Hall, 114 Rainbow
Road • Open 7 days a week, 10am-5pm • Info:
250.537.0899, www.ssartscouncil.com • SALT
SPRING

Saturday & Sunday, July 16 & 17 
20th Annual ‘Art Off the Fence’—Informal
outdoor art show & sale; 11 artists’ work, painting,
drawing, folk art, photography, mixed media, pastel
and sculpture in wood & cloth; Live music & food
kiosk • Church of the Good Shepherd (just past
Poets Cove Resort) • 11am-4pm • Info:
250.629.6241 • SOUTH PENDER

Friday July 22 
John Reichmann & the Jaybirds—Outdoor concert; an evening

of bluegrass and folk music, featuring
Pender’s own ‘Turnstyle’ band opening •
Stoney Pocket, 2200 Clam Bay Rd,
parking along Pt.Wash, carpooling
encouraged!
• Tickets $20, $10 teens, 12 and under

free • Tickets available in advance at Southridge Farmstore and
Talisman Books • The Cafe at Large food truck will be onsite and
open for dinner at 5pm, music starts at 7pm • Info: Colin,
250.629.6608 • Website: www.thejaybirds.com • PENDER
Friday to Sunday, July 22-24
32nd Islands Folk Festival—Featuring: Cousin Harley, Jayme

Stone’s Lomax Project, Jon & Roy,
Matthew Barber & Jill Barber, Michael
Kaeshammer, Oysterband, Si Kahn,
Valdy, and many more • Providence
Farm, Duncan - onsite camping •
Advance tickets online and at Thrifty
Foods locations until July 20th •
Weekend Pass: $125 • Youth 18 & under

$62.50 • Kids 12 & under Free • Info: www.islandsfolkfestival.ca,
250.748.3975 •DUNCAN
Wednesday to Sunday, July 27 to 31
Texada Aviation Week—WED, JULY 27 TO SAT, JULY 30: AeroSpace
Camp: aerospace science fun, flight simulator, rockets; youth 10 to

16 years; 9:30am to 2:30pm daily;
registration: $140; room for only 21 more •
SAT, JULY 30: Fly-in Fling, burgers and dance;
Royal Canadian Legion; doors: 4:30pm •
SUN, JULY 31: Fly-In and Car & Bike Show;

Fraser Blues formation flying demonstration team, contests, RCAF
display, entertainment; breakfast: 9:00am; BBQ: 12:00pm; free
admission • Info: www.texada.org, 604.223.2588 • TEXADA

Friday-Monday, July 29-August 1
34th annual Filberg Festival—Celebrating
the best of arts, crafts & music from across
Canada, 130+ juried arts & crafts, fundraiser
for the Filberg Heritage Lodge & Park • 61
Filberg Road • Festival tickets $15 daily, 12
and under free, advance tickets $13 daily or
$45 for four day festival pass • Alex Cuba
concert $39; tickets available online or at

Thrifty Foods • Info: www.filbergfestival.com, 250.941.0727 •
COMOX
Saturday & Sunday, July 30 to 31
Saturna Artists’ Annual Studio Tour & Sale—Island artists
welcome you to 11 home studios and public display venues;
Pottery, paintings, photography, prints, cards, mixed media work,
textile collage, painted silk scarves, hand woven clothing and a
creative variety of wearable art and household accessories • Maps
available at island stores - follow the blue balloons • 11am-4pm •
SATURNA
Saturday to Monday, July 30, 31 & August 1
‘Three Artists’ 18th Annual Summer Exhibition—
Paintings by Brian Mitchell, Keith Holmes, and Larry
Foden • Waterfront home setting, a view across the
Salish Sea, 667 Linklater Road • Noon–4pm daily •
Info: www.muralact.com or Louise Decario,
250.539.5760 • GALIANO
Saturday & Sunday, Aug 6 & 7
Denman Island Art Studio Tour—14 unique venues showcasing
local talent: photography, mixed media, sculpture, painting, fibre
arts, pottery, jewellery & much more • Free tour maps at Denman
Island Arts Centre • 10am–4pm daily •
www.denmanstudiotour.blogspot.com • DENMAN
Saturday, August 6
24th Annual Galiano Wine and Beer Festival—Wines, beers and
ciders from near and far, souvenir wine and beer glasses, live
music, silent auction, local art, fabulous finger food; new this year:
pop-up wine and beer shop on site; a Health Centre fundraiser •
Walking distance from ferry • 1-4pm • Pre-event pancake breakfast:
9am-12pm • Tickets: $45 at galianowinefestival@gmail.com •
Adults only • Info: www. galianowinefestival.com • GALIANO 
Monday to Friday, August 8-12
Sign-up Now! Youth Soccer Camp—Ages 3.5 to 14, led by World
Cup Soccer Camp coaches • School field • 6–14 years: 3:30pm-
6:30pm, $95; 3-1/2 –5 years: 3:30-4:30pm, $45 • Get registration
forms at www.worldcupsoccercamp.com, or pick-up at Southridge
Store or Talisman Bookstore, and drop off completed form and full
payment at either store • Local info: Roz Kempe 250.629.3622 •
PENDER
Saturday and Sunday, August 13 and 14
Texada Artists Studio Tour—20+ artists exhibiting in 14 studios;
meet them and see their work in painting, stitchery and fabric arts,
stained and fused glass, beading, wood carving, graphic design,
pottery, jewellery and beach glass • 10am-4pm • Free admission
(BBQ lunch available) • Register online for a driver-escort and walk
on the ferry from Powell River • Info: www.texadaart.com,
604.486.0334 • TEXADA

Single-venue (50 words): $39.90 includes image •
Multi-venue (70 words): $52.50 includes image
Payment with order by Visa or MasterCard, please •
islandtides@islandtides.com or 250.216.2267

What’s On?

Next Deadline: July 20
Call 250-216-2267 or email
islandtides@islandtides.com

www.islandtides.com

Photo: Christa Grace-Warrick
Natalie (left) and Laura Dunsmuir, grandaughter and
daughter of Edith and Sandy Pearson, sit on the newly
placed memorial bench next to the Pender Community
Hall. Sandy and Edith were longtime Pender residents, and
Sandy was president of the Pender Island Recreational &
Agricultural Hall during its construction. The bench was
made and carved by local cedar wood-artist Colin
Hamilton.

Beat the drought! POLY TANKS
ALL SHAPES

ALL SIZES

CSA Certified for Drinking Water

RAIN HARVESTING or WELL WATER for GARDEN & HOME
(See also our CSA Certified Septic Tanks)

LARGE INVENTORY • FAST SERVICE
MADE IN BC 

8328 River Way, Delta, BC
www.premierplastics.com

Call today for local distributor
1-800-661-4473 
office@premierplastics.com

A R O U N D  T H E  I S L A N D S
photos. The greener the water, the higher the ocean
productivity and health. The images taken by those
participating in the coastal naturalist program will be sent to
student researchers at the university to analyse.
Coastal naturalists will also be onboard the Spirit of British

Columbia, the Spirit of Vancouver Island, the Coastal
Celebration, the Queen of New Westminster and the Coastal
Renaissance all summer—from now until September 5.
Honouring Cairn - John Aitken

The Mayne Island Parks and Recreation Commission has
agreed to have a second permanent public art installation in
Emma and Felix Jack Park. 
As a part of acknowledging the effects that the residential

school system has had on First Nations society and on Canada
as a whole, the installation will be based on a burial cairn, which
has been used in many cultures to honour their departed. 
The installation began on National Aboriginal Day (June

21) as part of our communty’s acknowledgement of this day.
The installation began with the burying of a large rock,
representing the residential school system. Over the buried
rock will be placed palm sized rocks. The Mayne Island school
children will begin building the honouring cairn with their
chosen rocks, some of which have been decorated. 
The building of the cairn will be on-going until it reaches its

final dimensions of approximately five feet in diametre and 2.5
feet in height.
Each rock will represent a child who died in a residential

school or a survivor of the residential school experience. My
rock is going to honour someone I know who survived.
This cairn will be situated towards the bottom of the park.  
All community members/visitors are welcome to add a rock

in a moment of quiet reflection as an ongoing gesture of
remembrance, awareness and respect.0

Be Whale Wise & Aware
Pender Ocean Defenders—POD, to their members and
supporters—have commissioned signs to be installed at marina
docks on the Pender Islands.
The signs (pictured below) show the Fisheries and Oceans

Canada logo of the ‘Be Whale Wise’ marine wildlife guidelines
for boaters, paddlers and spectators. ‘

‘We want to have a visual reminder for boaters to behave
appropriately when encountering J-Pod orcas and other marine
mammals in our local waters,’ says POD founding member
Monica Petrie. ‘We are particularly concerned for the nine
surviving orca calves born over the last three years and their
capacity to thrive.’ 
The ‘Be Whale Wise’ signs are being installed at Browning

Harbour, Otter Bay and Poets Cove marinas. Duane Shaw of
the Mill Bay Marine Group at Browning Harbour says, ‘We
believe in education and looking at things over the longer term.
Working as a community to do the little things that we can do
is important. We hope that the sign and the education that it
will bring to boaters will help and be a small part in helping to
maintain a healthy whale population and ocean ecosystem.’
In addition, POD has installed an interpretive board at

Thieves Bay which shows visitors the species of marine
mammals found in our part of the Salish Sea. 
POD members are promoting land-based whalewatching

and have produced a guide to the best places on the Penders to
view orcas in the wild, without disturbing their activities. The
Pender Island Parks and Recreation Commission has erected
signs at these viewing sites. 
So when you are out and about, look for those signs.

BC Ferries Coastal Naturalists
One of the most common places to see orcas is from a BC
Ferries vessel. BC Ferries is once again partnering with Parks
Canada to hire nine coastal naturalists for the summer. The
naturalists will work on major vessel routes, offering 20-minute
presentations about BC’s coastal wildlife, marine life,
geography, culture and history. The program is in its 11th season
and 150,000 passengers enjoy it each year.
The University of Victoria is taking part this year by

encouraging participants on the Queen of Oak Bay to download
an app that helps identify the health of ocean waters using

Did you appreciate this article? Help Island Tides
pay for publishing it! Mail or phone in your $30
annual subscription today: 250-216-2267. Be part

of Island Tides team! Thank you!

<

Photo: Bruce Butcher

POD and the ‘Be Whale Wise’ sign at Port Browning.

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS
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Doug Routley, MLA 
Nanaimo~North Cowichan 

 

Unit 112 50 Tenth Street 
Nanaimo BC  V9R 6L1 

T 250.716.5221 | F 250.716.5222 
  

Box 269 | #1 – 16 High Street 
Ladysmith BC  V9G 1A2 

T 250.245.9375 | F 250.245.8164 
 

Web: www.dougroutley.ca 
Email: douglas.routley.mla@leg.bc.ca 

BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…
We’ll take anything with a

deposit for a full refund.

Open daily 9am to 6pm      

250.539.2936
SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 NARVAEZ BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND

Southern Gulf Islands New Schedules
BC FERRIES SOUTHERN GULF 
ISLANDS SCHEDULING PROCESS

BC Ferries will be introducing two new 
Salish-Class vessels, the Salish Eagle and 
the Salish Raven, in the Southern Gulf 
Islands region in 2017. These sister-
ships, fuelled by natural gas, will allow 
BC Ferries to better match capacity with 
demand, while contributing to fare 
affordability and sustainability.

Over the past year, BC Ferries conducted 
a public consultation process to review 
schedules between Tsawwassen and 
the following Southern Gulf Islands: 
Salt Spring, Galiano, Pender, Mayne and 
Saturna. This process included surveys, 
public meetings and small working 
group sessions with local community 
representatives. Trying to balance the 
competing wants and needs of five 
islands is a challenge and required 
careful consideration before making 
any adjustments. 

NEW SCHEDULES PUBLISHED  
– PHASE 4

Based on the valuable feedback we’ve 
received, BC Ferries made changes and 
adjustments to the schedule options 
that were proposed through the 
various phases of the process. The final 
schedules support our customers’ 
desire for sailing times and routing that 
more closely model the current 
schedules, with added improvements 
we believe ferry users will appreciate. 
We strove to preserve many of the 
benefits of the schedules presented at 
the public open houses, while 
addressing concerns raised by others 
at those meetings. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEW  
2017 SCHEDULES

Travel to and from Tsawwassen

•  In the peak season, there will be more 
sailing opportunities and a 46% 
increase in capacity in the system. 
There are more direct opportunities 
on the weekends while maintaining 
inter-island connections on weekdays. 
The new schedules with two Salish-
Class vessels will result in increased 
sailing opportunities. 

•  Before and after the summer, the 
second vessel continues to operate 
offering a better balance of capacity 
with demand, primarily boosting 
weekend service with additional 
sailings and capacity. This shoulder 
season service (pre and post summer) 
has been expanded to start at the 
beginning of May and finish on the 
Thanksgiving weekend.

•  The off-peak schedules remain similar 
to the current service with additional 
sailings on busy days and new timings 
to facilitate connecting sailings. 

Travel to and from Swartz Bay

•  Swartz Bay to Southern Gulf Island 
service has been optimized to work 
with the new Salish-Class vessels. 

•  Adjustments to the schedule during 
the busier months will help in 
maintaining on-time departures  
and arrivals. 

•  The larger vessel will stop more 
often at ports where there is greater 
demand. 

•  Departure times have been adjusted 
to allow for Tsawwassen connections. 

•  A pilot program for Thru Fare 
customers (Tsawwassen travellers 
going via Swartz Bay) was introduced 
to improve the connectivity to 
Southern Gulf Island ferries – the 
response to date has been extremely 
positive and success of the pilot will 
further enhance travel opportunities 
for customers. 

•  Dangerous Cargo sailings have been 
scheduled year round on Sunday 
mornings with no seasonal changes 
that disrupt Monday and Wednesday 
travel.

NEW SCHEDULES EFFECTIVE  
MAY 2017

BC Ferries thanks our customers for 
their participation in this scheduling 
initiative. The Southern Gulf Islands 
service is an extremely complex 
network and with two new vessels 
coming into service in 2017, it was 
important to take this opportunity to 
help us shape our service for the future.

The new schedules for the Southern  
Gulf Islands take effect May 2017. 

BC Ferries thanks our customers for their 
participation in this scheduling initiative. 

For full schedule details, visit bcferries.com.

For more information, visit us online,  
1-888-BC FERRY (223-3779) or email 
sgischeduling@bcferries.com.

BC Ferries Announces  
New Southern Gulf Island 
Schedules for 2017

SPONSORED CONTENT

Peter Christenson  •  250-858-9575
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Empire
The Empire strikes out, the equation is changing
The result of this act could be very far ranging.
Is the global village falling apart ?
From the EU the UK has chosen to part.
The world economy has gone into shock
Perhaps it is time the whole planet took stock.
Do our market economies really serve the village
Or are they just a licence to plunder and pillage.
The earth is scorched, her forests are burning,
With fleeing migrants the oceans are churning.
Just what will it take to unite all humanity?
More wealth! More wars! More moral insanity?
The currency of oil is reaching its end
The planet’s scars need time to mend.
Displaced by war, the homeless flee,
In search of asylum they perish at sea.
Fences are raised, borders close. 
A tide of fear and terror grows.
Will a new world order find a miraculous source
To steer the globe on a calmer course?
It’s a sick world indeed when governed by greed,
Where nations ignore their neighbours’ need.
A United Kingdom that once ruled the world
Weighs anchor, as her flag of union unfurls.
While Britain sets sail in a new direction
Will it trigger a wave of mass defection?
Only time will tell where this voyage will lead.
An age of discovery? A new world creed?
In history’s archive, empires rise and fall,
Can we not read the writing on the wall?
Do we not hear the voice of conscience call?
Do we ask ourselves, ‘What’s the point of it all?’
History, records, rewinds, replays…
Will we ever rewrite our reckless ways?

—Ann McLean

Thehorrific shooting at a gay bar in Orlando last month which
left 49 dead and more than 50 wounded has sent the Lesbian
Gay Bisexual Transgender Queer (LGBTQ) community

reeling. But it has also given rise to a new resolve to overcome hate
and transform society.
Robert Birch, a UVIC academic who lives in a same-sex marriage

on Salt Spring Island and focuses on issues of oppression, believes
the massacre has triggered a post-traumatic-stress-like response in
the queer and transgender community, ‘We’re being called out of our
isolation, challenged in our assimilation of mainstream ideals’. 
According to Birch, traumas vary from individual to individual

and range from bullying at school to rejection by family members
and witnessing weekly images of global LGBTQ violence. ‘It’s a wake-
up call bringing the trans-queer community together to recognize a
multitude of traumas, both past and present.’
Trans and gender non-conforming people may be hardest hit as

they are often the most at risk. ‘Statistically, the violence against
transgender people is astounding,’ Birch says. ‘For them, the murders
must be particularly horrifying.’
It has now been revealed that the shooter in Orlando frequented

gay bars and had gay dating apps on his computer. ‘This is likely a
man who had internalized homophobia,’ explains Birch. ‘His violent
feelings appear to have developed within religious and political
systems that actively promote violence toward queer people.’
The fact that the massacre happened in a gay nightclub adds to

the sense of vulnerability and violation. ‘There are very few places
where LGBTQ people can meet and claim as their own. The bars have
become places of safety, experimentation and connection. For many
that sense of security has been shattered.’
Birch believes the meeting places are immensely important, not

just for the LGBTQ community, but also for society in general as that
is where people gather to have fun, exchange ideas and influence
cultural processes. ‘This meeting of minds is intrinsically important
to everyone’s health and cultural well-being. One profound example
is the extraordinary work done by queer people and their allies during

the AIDS epidemic in the 1980s and ’90s. Our hard-fought battle
resulted in improved health care systems for all.’
He says groups that feel marginalized by oppressive systems often

initiate social change. ‘People who do not operate within hegemonic,
mainstream assumptions are remarkably resilient and skilled in
strategies of social adaptation—despite the personal and structural
violence they experience. In their struggle for survival they often
operate in decentralized environments and act as peer navigators of
change. It is well known that those who have the least are often the
ones who are prepared to help others the most.’
As part of his research, Birch explores the intersection of

oppression. He points to two back-to-back events on Salt Spring last
month, one a rally protesting violence against women, the other a
vigil acknowledging the victims of Orlando. ‘All oppression intersects,’
he says. ‘For example, at its root, homophobia is connected to
misogyny or fear of the feminine.’
‘Queer people are a threat to mainstream’s self-identity and how

it perceives itself. When people feel threatened, they attack. This
phenomenon is clearly evident in North America where the
indigenous and people of colour suffer many different kinds of abuse
and discrimination.’
Asked about tolerance versus acceptance, he replies: ‘There is a

great need for society to move beyond tolerance and even acceptance
to something much greater: valuing the contributions of LGBTQ
communities and other minority groups to society. We’re not here to
be tolerated, we’re here to share our values.’
As for Pride events, Birch says they’re all about standing up for

rights and freedoms. ‘They celebrate diversity and the principle of
personal freedom of expression. They make a significant contribution
to the evolution of human consciousness.’
Despite the tragedy in Orlando, Birch points out that the incident

is an opportunity for queer people to reach out to their straight friends
and neighbours and work towards ‘mutual liberation’.
‘Thank you straight allies for standing up with us,’ he says. ‘We

desperately need each other, now as much as ever.’ 0

Moving beyond tolerance to appreciating the
value of LGBTQ’s contribution - Frants Attorp
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Saturna Notes
Priscilla Ewbank
Here we are! This is it: summer. The ferry lineups for the

afternoon boats are a party. Kids skitter up and down
the line, dogs are on leashes, or are hot, lolling and

drooling in opened cars. Shorts, icecream cones—people
navigate to-and-fro. Foot passengers are accompanied to the
dock. People seeing off departees blend with all the people
parked and waiting for family and friends to arrive, and the
actual vehicle line-up. 
Hello! Goodbye! Adventures unfolding all over the place

overseen by our excellent ferry attendants. They bustle about in
uniform with scheduling info, biscuits for travelling dog, addres
safety concerns, tick off reservation lists, issue tickets, and give
general advice and goodwill. 
At the dock, you run into so-and-so and they are just the

person you wanted to contact for: a future social something, to
check some details of hall organization, or to nab the plumber
or electrician! Any teenager worth their salt has to be there just
for all the action.  

Saturna’s Big Day
Saturna community pulled off another huge Lamb BBQ, our
67th! You always worry when you invite the world to your
table—visions of all-day rain, gale-force winds, perhaps the
wrong bureaucratic permit, or the walk-in cooler or the sound
system packing it in. Whoever organized the weather, head
honcho Dian Johnstone, volunteers, weekenders, people
standing around, people wanted to help, and the regulars who
just come for the BBQ—all performed magnificently! 
You organize until the day and then it just unrolls with a

million on-the-spot decisions to deal with the surprises!
Actually, organization is too pale a word for what goes into this
effort—solid logistics is better. You know you are one part of the
tapestry and you had better perform your part.
We have months of Lamb BBQ preparation for permits,

advertising, ordering, and site plans before we begin setting up
the site. We have two set-up days during which we create the
booths and entertainment, cooking fires, nail-driving logs,
parking, bandshell, beergarden, ticket booths, and port-a-
potties. Not to mention, we need to slaughter and rack 27 lambs,
butter 1,200 buns, cook 50 pans of Spanish rice and 100lbs of
cole slaw, and set up extra wharves in Winter Cove for landing
boat passengers. The loudspeaker needs testing for formal
honourings and addresses we have scripted. The work list is long
and requires us all to get every detail correct! 
This year, the Lamb BBQ honoured the Campbell family.

Jim and Lorraine Campbell were part of organizing the very first
Lamb BBQ at their sheep farm at Saturna Beach, providing
most of the lambs each year and participating with vigour and
dedication. Jim and Lorraine died last year in their mid-nineties
and we were proud to honour their passing and all that they
have done to keep our community successful. The piper piped
in the whole clan with the ‘Campbells are Coming’ and ‘Mary
had a Little Lamb’. Our MP Elizabeth May, MLA Gary Homan,
and former senator Pat Carney addressed the festivities. Gulf
Islands National Park Reserve Superintendent Marcia Morash
was present.

Summer Visitors
Anyone who comes to live on Saturna year-round has to take
into account running a B&B. Of course, we have commercial
B&Bs, but I’m talking about all those visitors who want to be
with you in summer and stay, and eat, and sleep. 
We are a destination for dear family and friends and

delighted to be so. They are wonderful, add so much to our lives,
and are very appreciative of the glories of Saturna Island and
our island lives. However, for the duration of the Saturna Lamb
BBQ we have a ‘no host policy’ and, really, only proven guests
are welcome. Our Haggis Farm family house rules are that we
locals will depart and arrive at any hour, no coordinated
scheduling, go to bed early, dishes never pile up; they are
washed—not by us. Guests will do some regular chores, help
load trucks, collect eggs, water the gardens, sweep the floor, pat
the dog... All on your own initiative, and you will not stand
around waiting for a thank you note because you did these
things! If you stay for the BBQ—and help—you stay for the
clean-up and breakdown on July 2.
When the dust settles and we have waved everyone off on

various ferries and thanked them with true appreciation, the
last phase begins. Bedding and towels, recycling, deep cleaning
of the refrigerator and looking for dishware and implements
that are residing in new places! 
For the community, this is the time to carefully put away all

the BBQ paraphernalia we are responsible for, repair tools, and,
while the whole event is fresh in our minds, have thoughtful
discussions of what to do better next year. 
Year after year, I am left with appreciation for the skills and

efforts of all of us in making a real celebration of Canada Day,
helping our community so tangibly and for us working together,
all together and eating together. Next year is the 150th
Anniversary of Canada—that will be some celebration! 
Read Priscilla’s Islands Almanac online at
www.islandtides.com. 0

Ian Hinksman 1927 - 2016
The Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council is sad to learn of the
passing of friend Ian Hinksman, and we send our heartfelt
condolences to his extended family and friends at his loss.
Ian, who left us on June 23, worked over his lifetime on

behalf of Aboriginal people, despite many personal
challenges. He was a fierce advocate, particularly for urban
aboriginal people.
He co-founded the BC Aboriginal Network on Disability

Society, was president of the Victoria Native Friendship
Centre, president of the Victoria Native Housing Society (now
the M’akola Housing Society) and was president of the BC
Association of Indian Friendship Centres. We acknowledge
Ian for all of that good work.
He received the Meritorious Service Medal (Civil Division)

on April 12 of this year from Lt Gov Judith Guichon on behalf
of Gov Gen David Johnston. At that ceremony, his long-time
friend and co-worker Florence Wylie, NTC Executive
Director, spoke about Ian’s contributions, describing him as
a man of integrity, compassion and determination. He was
fearless and forceful when dealing with any obstacle, and
earned the respect of First Nations leaders in BC and across
Canada.
He was stricken with Guillain-Barré Syndrome in 1987,

which paralyzed Ian from the neck down and hospitalized
him for many months, but he continued on determinedly as
president of VNFC, arranging with staff at the Gorge Road
Hospital to hold their meetings in the cafeteria.
His disability enlightened him to new struggles, and

steeled him for new battles with service agencies, identifying
gaps in supports and services.
Ian presented to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal

Peoples on barriers and obstacles faced by urban First
Nations people with disabilities.
A grant from the RCAP led to a survey in collaboration

with UBC, which then led to a provincial conference which
brought First Nations people living with disabilities together
with federal and provincial governments and First Nations
leaders. This conference led to a mandate to develop a society
focused on improving the quality of life for First Nations
people living with disabilities, and the BCANDS was born.
Ian was invited to speak to the House of Commons

Standing Committee on Persons with Disabilities and national
conferences on mental health, drug and alcohol use. He was
part of developing the HALO Project, providing personalized
training and support to First Nations people with disabilities
to enable their participation in the labour market.
Through Ian’s advocacy, NTC developed its own Disability

Access Awareness Committee in 1997, which remains active
to this day. Its six-member committee is comprised of
individuals who each live with various forms of disability and
challenges.
And in Ian’s own words, ‘Let’s make a conscious effort to

be part of the solution, and not part of the problem.’

Did you appreciate this article? Help Island Tides
pay for publishing it! Mail or phone in your $30

annual subscription today: 250-216-2267. Don’t
delay—be part of the Island Tides team. Thank You!
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Elizabeth May greets President Barak Obama during his visit to Parliament
on June 29.

What a month! Parliament goes
out with a bang - Elizabeth May, MP

Over the last five years as a Member of
Parliament, the month of June has
typically been hellish. Under the

Conservatives, it was typical to try to force
through as much as possible, while making the
opposition as miserable as possible, by sitting
every night until midnight.
This June was a decided improvement—

only a few midnight sittings and only when the
circumstances required them. The biggest
stressor was the Medically-Assisted Dying Bill,
C-14. I was on the side of those who believed
we had an obligation to, at least, ensure the bill
conformed to the Supreme Court of Canada’s
ruling in Carter. I submitted more
amendments at Committee than other parties,
more amendments at Report Stage as well. We
gave it what used to be called ‘the old college
try’. The Senate helped by making many of the
amendments that would have been achieved
by my proposals, removing the ‘reasonably
foreseeable’ language that limited access to
medically-assisted death to terminal cases. But
the Government rejected the Senate’s changes.
As a non-elected body, the Senate did the right
thing by accepting the Government’s bill and
ending the ping-pong with C-14 between
chambers. Still, it was a very seriously lost
opportunity.
I was pleased to successfully push the

government to re-engage with the United
Nations Treaty on Drought and Desertification
in time for the June 17 Global Day to Combat
Desertification. Canada will be back in the
treaty by early 2017. When the Government
sent the news to the UN Secretariat for the
Treaty on Drought and Desertification, a
friendly email reply said simply ‘Welcome
back!’ We are (too slowly) repairing the
damage done by the previous government. 

Electoral Reform
Committee

Our other big agenda item in June was
finalizing the committee on electoral reform.

To recap, the original committee proposal
tabled on May 11 was for a ten member
committee (six Liberals, three Conservatives,
and one NDP) with one Bloc MP and me as
non-voting members. It took until June 2 for
the government to recognize that the proposal
was unworkable. It was slammed as stacking
the deck toward whatever the Liberal majority
wanted. Thanks to an alternate proposal from
Nathan Cullen (NDP MP Skeena-Bulkley
Valley), Minister Monsef accepted a radical
change. 
It is virtually unprecedented for a majority

government to strike a committee within
which its members are in the minority. But that
is what the government agreed to: a 12
member committee with five Liberals, three
Conservatives, two NDP, and one Bloc and one
Green. The committee motion wasn’t voted on
until June 7 and we did not have our first
organizational meeting to elect the chair of the
committee until June 28. With the election of
Liberal Francis Scarpallegia as chair, the
Liberals are down to four out of eleven voting
members.
We are scheduling meetings through the

summer. I hope to get the committee to hold a
session on Vancouver Island as well as the
Lower Mainland. (Watch for details, most
likely in September). In addition, I will be
holding a Saanich-Gulf Islands townhall
dedicated to electoral reform as part of the
parliamentary outreach process. 

Obama Addresses
Parliament

We also held a committee meeting on the
morning of June 29, but that day was a red
letter day for another reason. It was the day of
President Barack Obama’s historic address to
Parliament. It was only the seventh time that a
US president has addressed Parliament, the
last occasion was President Bill Clinton’s
speech in 1995. 
Thanks to a generous and inclusive attitude,

Prime Minister Trudeau included all
Opposition Leaders in the receiving line to
welcome the President to the ‘peoples’ house’.
It was a huge honour to have a few words with
President Obama and our Prime Minister
about climate change and the need for greater
action from both our nations. The two had just
wrapped up the North American gathering of
Canada, US, and Mexico dubbed the ‘Three
Amigos Summit’. I find the name
preposterous. With any luck next year, at least
it will be the two amigos and one amiga! 
In any case, this year’s summit included a

strong focus on environment and energy. The
commitments in the final communique should
help in pushing the Trudeau administration to
dump the old Harper climate target and move
to one dead-lined in 2025 instead of 2030. All
the targets in the Canada-US-Mexico
agreement are for action by 2025. They

pledged, by 2025, to reduce methane
emissions from the oil and gas sector by 40-
45%, to move to 50% clean electricity, to make
progress in supporting greater integration of
smart renewable electricity grids, to give
greater support for clean energy vehicles, and
to work on a complete understanding of the
social costs of the climate crisis. 
The three nations also committed to an

updated and more aggressive 2016
amendment to the successful Montreal
Protocol. While the Montreal Protocol, which
I worked on in Environment Canada in 1987,
was aimed at protecting the ozone layer, a
number of ozone depleting substances are also
powerful greenhouse gases. And one
additional new commitment: that all three
nations will ratify the Paris Accord this year
and work to comes into force this year. 0

BC Ferries has released their year-end results for fiscal 2016. The company had a consolidated
net earning of $69.6 million, an increase of $20.5 million over 2015’s earning. 
Vehicle traffic increased 4.9%, while foot passenger traffic increased 4.5% compared to 2015.
Revenue for 2016 was $869.8 million, compared to only $841.1 million in 2015. According

to BC Ferries, this increase is due primarily to the increase in traffic volume which, it says, was
motivated by the low Canadian dollar and an improvement in BC’s economy. 
However, expenses also increased. Operating expenses were $744.2 million in fiscal 2016,

compared to 2015’s $733.5 million. This is due to increases in maintenance, labour, the cost of
goods sold, and amortization costs. 
Capital expenses were $181.2 million in the twelve months ending in March 31, 2016. Of this,

$114.2 million were for vessel upgrades and motifications, while the rest was for terminal and
building upgrades and equipment and information technology. 0

BC Ferries traffic increases almost 5%
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